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Fr. Luigi Paggi s.x. during the visit to a tribal Munda village situated in front
of the Sunderban Forest, not very far from the Indian border
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Dear Readers,
The first news we report in this issue is an unprecedented and extremely
important event! For ten days this remote corner of the Country has been
blessed by the presence of four Italian doctors. They have rendered their
precious services to the local women who would have never thought that
somebody would come from so far away to take care of them. Along with
Dr. Franca and her Bangladeshi husband Patrickabout whom we talked in
our previous newsletter, three new doctors have had enough courage to
venture into this Existential periphery as our beloved Pope Francis would
call this remote and lonely corner of the world. These three new doctors are:
Dr. Lorena
Dr. Sara
Dr. Paolo

Both the two ladies doctors are gynecologists while Dr. Paolo is a
cytopathologist and laboratory technician.
For sure ordinary people living in this part of the world have never heard
about gynecologists and for sure no gynecologists have ever set foot in this
area nearby the Sunderban Forest. Lorena, Sara and Paolo have been the
first ones, and we hope they will not be the last ones!
Lorena and Sara have given their important and precious services in the
small hospital-dispensary of AIMCH (i.e. the «planned» Ashraf-Ibrahim
Medical College & Hospital) located in Shyamnagar, not very far from JNA
(i.e. Jisur Nam Ashram, the «outstation» of the Xaverian Mission for which
Fr. Luigi Paggi cares for).
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The arrival of the three doctors in this area was announced for a couple of
days through a loudspeaker playing on the main roads and through the
distribution of hundred of leaflets in the various villages.
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For five complete days the two gynecologist doctors looked after a lot of
Hindu and Muslim women patients while Dr. Paolo went on working on the
microscope in his laboratory, arranged in his room at JNA.
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Then the greatest Muslim festival which follows the month of Ramadan
arrived and the three doctors took a day of R&R = rest and relaxation.
Accompanied by Fr. Luigi (to whom our cover is dedicated!), Dr. Franca and
Patrick, and some girls of JNA, they went to visit a tribal Munda village
situated in front of the Sunderban Forest not very far from the Indian
border. They went by boat under a dark sky with clouds full of rain.
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Lay Xaverian Missionaries Dr. Franca and Patrick
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The Munda villagers were quite pleased to see them and the visitors were
welcome with songs and dances.
Sara joined the group of singing and dancing tribal Munda girls!
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During the Eid festival the work of the three doctors continued in
Munshigonj at the SAMS’ Head Office with the tribal Munda women patients
as Muslim women were very busy in the kitchen.
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Also during this second period Lorena and Sara had plenty of work... Their
helpers were Lokki Munda and Nilima Munda.
Nilima Munda played a very important role: she was the translator from
English to Bengali and from Bengali to English. According to both the
gynecologists Nilima performed her role quite brilliantly.

At the end of June the three doctors Lorena, Sara and Paolo will go back to
Italy. The Jews used to say: next year in Jerusalem... we hope these three
precious doctors will say: next year again in the Sunderban...
For sure Dr. Franca will miss them during her 1-year stay at AIMCH as the
only physician in the area!
From the bottom of our heart, also on behalf of the people living in this
abandoned part of the world, we want tell them ALL:

THANK YOU!
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The second news is that the rainy season eventually has started... when the
first rain arrives the girls’ joy knows no bound... they get great fun in getting
soak wet in the rain and splashing buckets of water on their bodies... Also
Patrick enjoyed getting wet with the first rain of the rainy season.
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In the last newsletter you could not see any vegetables in our garden and the
pond was dry and empty.
The rainy season started just a few weeks ago and now you can already see
the difference... the level of water in the pond is getting higher and higher
day by day and a few vegetables are almost ready to be eaten...
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The last news in this letter is
the annual meeting of the members
of SAMMSS (Sunderban Adibashi
Munda Mohila Somobay Somiti) that
is the Co-operative of the tribal
Mundas of the Sunderban which
was held a few days ago to assess
the overall situation of this small
organization which has been
rendering a precious service to the
tribal Munda women of the
Sunderban Forest.
During that meeting the members of
SAMMSS have expressed their
determination to carry on with this
small credit union which has been helping its members to deal with
economic matters quite successfully.
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The responsibility to lead this small credit union has been undertaken by the
girls of the picture given below.
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